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Reliable extreme-value hurricane flooding estimates are essential for effective coastal risk assessment and engineering. Recent studies suggest that in the future sea level rise (SLR) may accelerate and major hurricanes may intensify. Here, methods will be presented for incorporating both SLR and time-varying hurricane conditions into extreme-value flood statistics. Dimensionless scaling laws developed from a limited set of hydrodynamic simulations are used with a joint-probability approach to rapidly define time-varying continuous probability mass functions for hurricane flood elevation. It will be demonstrated that these scaling laws can account for the dynamic coupling between surge generation and changes in mean depth in shallow coastal regions, e.g., bays and estuaries, with SLR without loss in surge-prediction accuracy. It will also be shown that by using a joint-probability approach with scaling laws, a time-varying natural upper bound to the cumulative probability distribution can be established, based on projected future hurricane meteorological statistics and sea level rise.
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